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There have always been students wiho do not meet the educational expectations of

their time-students outside the mainstream mold who (do not fit dominant notions
Of success. The differences between schools ancd these students can be thought of as a
"mismaatLci between the structure ovf schools and the social, cultural, or economic
backgroutnds of studentts identified as problems. in this essat we examine the history
of these studersts who hav-e not been. able to dio what eXducators wanted them to do. We

look at ho-w educators have labeled poor school per/ominers in different periods and
how these labels reflected both attitudaes.and institutional conditions. Werthen summarizeftur majior h istoricalexplanationsfor why child.ren fail in school-individtual
deficits or incompetence, ji-milies, inefficienc- in schooLs, and cultural dzf/erence.
Finally, ue explore what imrnplications this history has for students in the current
standards-basedt reform movoement, including implications fr social promotiorn ancd

the age-graded school To avoid a mismatch in the stancdarJds movement, We argue
that educators should focuis ont adapting the school better to the child, addressing

social ine(iualibties that extend beyonid' the cl(s sroom, and undertaking comprehensive
changes that trke nlo features of current schools for granted.

Comparel to their predecessors, reformers in the standards movement
have been making a rather radical argument: that all students can learn
and that all students should be held to a high standard of performance.
Though manv educators have held these beliefs, never before has an educational movement incorporated these tenets so fiullv inlto its reform strategv. There have alwavs been children in schools labeled as slow. delinquent,
or incapable of learning. They have been held back, put in special classes.
tracked, and expelledl. Despite the beliefs of the standards movement, thoiugh.,
there wll alwavs be a number of children who do not or cannot accomplish
what their schools expect them to accomplish.' In this wav.y the standards
movement has and will have something in commnron with everv- Anerican
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educational movement of the past century and a half: students who perform poorly and who fail. These students, we argue, are part of a mismatch
between schools and groups of students who do not meet the "standards" of
their day. WiVe need to pay attention to the fate of the students in the
present mismatch; understanding what has happened to these kinds of
students in past educational movements can help us understand what might
happen to the number of students who will end up failing in the standards
movement.2
In the early part of the century, Helen Todd gained firsthand knowledge
of what happened to students who were expected to fail. Her work as a
child-labor inspector in Chicago requiredl her to go into the factories of the
citv where boys and girls stripped tobacco leaves, made paper boxes, lacquered canes, and ran endless errands. Despite the boredom of repetitive
work, long hotirs, and miserable working conditions, most of the voung
workers she talked with did not want to go back to school. In 1909, Todd
asked 500 children between the ages of 14 and 16 this question: "If your
father had a good job and you didn't have to go to work, which would you
do-go to school or work in a factory?" More than 80 percent said that they
preferred the factorv over the school, the paycheck over the report card. 3
"School ain't no good," said one. "When you works a whole month at

school, the teacher she gives you a card to take home that says how vou
ain't any good. And yer folks hollers on yer an' hits yer." Another tol d

Todd: "You never- understands what they tells you in school, and you can
learn right off to do thinlgs in a factory." Over and over again the young
workers told her that teachers beat them for not learning, or not standing
up or sitting down on command, or forgetting the correct page in recitation. "Would it not be possible," Todd asked, "to adapt this child of foreign
peasants less to education, and adapt education more to the child? ...
Nothing that a factory sets them to do is so hard, so terrifying, as learning.
... We do not make our education fit their psychology, their traditions,
their environmenit or inheritance." The students Todd interviewed became
labeled as misfits. Thev were the ones who could not do what. their teachers
wanted them to do, so their teachers expected theni to fail and these
students fulfilled their teachers' expectations by leaving schools for the
factories.

Over time, educators have identified a ntmber of groups of '"problenm"
students like these: pupils who did not learn efficiently what educators
sought to teach; wlho misbehaved or were truant and delinquent: or who
fell behind, were not pronmoted, and dropped out. In Todd's day, the major

targets of concern were the immigranit children, a majority of whom clustered in the lower grades because they failed the annual examinations for
promotion from grade to grade. In his book Laggards in Our Schools, Leonard Ayres described such children as "thoroughly trained in failure." 4 These
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students did ntot fhit the mainstreamim)old: they did n1ot mleet schools'
expectationls for sutccess. As wve see it, these differences betneen schools
and sttudenlts is based on a misimatch. betweenl the stiructutr-e of schools and

the social, cutttural, or economic backgrounds of sttudeints idenEtified as
problems. It is not a problemii of individual or cutlttural deficit, as mtanv
educators have argued, buit this mismatch has hadi serious consequlences for
both inldividuials andi groups of students.S
Reformii movemiietnts have somnetimries paid attention: to these "laggards"

and sometimes not, buit when such labels are used to identifv stuldenlts. theN
are tmore ofteni thani not used to identify non-maianstream students. For
at Risk (.1983) stressed i£n its title and i£1 its text a nation
at risk btit paid little attention to rhitdren at risk, assunnming that what wvas
examiple. A Xan(on

needed was a

E-eturni

to academic basics. harder wxork, mnore of the samne (in

the shape of' minore hours of' school. more homnework. andi longer school
yearsi. in the hope that intensifhing stancdard schooling would lead to a
mo-re coImpetitive economy. The report sho-wed little awar eness that schools
ais currently organizedi are muilchi better calibrated to serv e privileged gIrotips

thati groups placed on£the margin.?
The standards movemient simfilarly uses schools ancd acacdemic achievemeent as indicators of the counitrv's health. Thlough, it focuses on raisinig the
bar for all groups of studentts, teachers, and adminlllistrators, it makes few
proCvisiotns for those sttudents who ex)erience a inisiattcih withl schools.
Sutuiner school, retenEtioni, and extra work at-e not goitng to solve the p)roblerns made apparent by the chasmii betweeni some sttldenits and the educational institutions that. are failinig to serve them. The ptush in many turban
areas for an enid to social promotion as part: of the standards movement
also punishes the student. for failure, With little attention to the structures
that might be contributling to student failure. In the words of a recent
National Research Council report on high-stakes testinig. "the lower achievement test scores of racial and ethnic minorities and students from lowvincome families reflect persistent inequalities in American society and its
schools, not inalterable realities about. those groups of students. The imiproper
use of test scores can reinforce these inequalities"' The use of these test
scores to label and categorize certain students as failures would ensur-e that
the standards movement is a d£irect descen)dant of ither- educational movements tthat have str-uictttred failLre.F intentionally or tnot. n£1to their goals.
Thiese historical anid current construLctioOns of' success and] of failure as
individual problems have legitimized inequalities by 'teaching children to
blame themselves for- failtre," Several contemporary historianis have grappled wkrithi this conicernl about the failure of distinct groups of' students.
Some have been concerned with the class-based nature of school strulctiures
and the methods sc hools have utsed to legitimize infdividuial differences as a
way to clhaninel children of different classes into dlifferetnt tytpes of jobs?'
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Others have focused on the effects of differentiated curricula and tracking,
though these reforms have been some of the ways schools have tried to
adapt their structures to different kinds of students.10 Still others have
looked at how schools took responsibility for and have treated students
identified as havinig "learning difficulties."3 Although these Progressive
era structures and special arrangements were meant as an attempt at equal
educational opportunity, in many ways they have provided less opportunity.12 According to one student of these reforms, the educational structure
that leads to failure "was made possible only by the genuine belief-arising
from social Darwinisin-that children of various social classes, those from
native-born and long-established families and those of recent immigrants,
differed in fundamental ways." '3 On the other hand, these reforms have
also provided greater access to schools during periods of great change in
the make-up of the student body, even when they did help to create a new
underclass. 14 In either scenario, many students were bound to fail, which
was usually predictable based on a student's social class or race.
Despite the persistent presence of students who fail, educators in different movements and at different times have framecl the problem of this
inismatch in slharply different ways. In turn, these diagnoses led to quite
differenit solutions. AVe are convinced that unless practitioners, policv makers, and researchers question how problems are framed, including misconceptions and omissions, they may implement solutions, like the elimination
of social promotion, that may hurt children rather than help them. This
essay is an exploration of what has happened to the students whio have not
been able to do what educators wanted them to do and of what implications this history might have for students in the current standards-based
reform movement. To understand how educators have framed these problems of failure andl poor school performance. we first look at how educators have labeled poor school performers in different periodls and how

these labels ref'lected both attitudes and institutional conditions. We then
sumiilarize four major explanations for why children fail in school-who is
to blame arid why. We suggest that many of the earlier assumptions and
explanations have persisted into modern reform periods, even though rhetoric has changed. Finally we argate that educators need to focus on adaptinig thie school better to the child as the most feasible way to remedy the
mismatch in public education and to prevent in the standards movement
much of the labeling and stratification that has worked to the detriment of
students in previous eras. Teaching children effectively will require a thorough rethinking of both the familiar structures of schooling, such as the
graded school, and the gap betweeni the culture of the school and the
cultures of the communities they serve. Todd had it right, "We do not make

our education fit their psychology, their traditions, their environment or
inheritance."

15
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NANMING TH-IE PROBLEM: LABELS. GOALS. ANI) STRU(:TURE
Labels are telling. Contained in names, either explicitly or implicitly, are
both explanations and prescriptions. The labels that educators and reformers have given to low-performing students contain important information
about educators' and reforrmers' values about. success. social diversitv. and
individcual achievement." They give us some insight in to the discrepancies
between school-sanctioned valutes and the backgr-otunds of the waves of new
groups of sttudents attending school throughout the past two celnturies and
the changes in the types of mismatch over time. Labels also reveal just how
emibedded. categorization and constructions of difference are in the str-ufcture of schooling. Over time, as the institutional structure of schools changed
and as bureaucracies evolved and expandedl. so did the way edlucators anld
reformers thought. of the students they served. But the fact that ther-e were
students labeled as failures remainied constant."
In his illutminating study of' "educational misfits," Stanlev J. Zehm has
compiled a list of the varied names given to children- who failed to do well
in school.'8 He breaks the categories dowin into four periods: 1800 to 1850,
1850 to 1900. 1900 to 1950. and. 1950 to 1970. Although there is clearly an
overlap betwveen the periods in the labels and the explanations thev pose or
implv, there are, nonetheless, discernable changes in the ways the problem
of poor performance is posed.
In the first half of the nineteenth centurv. when the common school was
in its formative stage. writers spoke of the poor perforner as dunce, shirkeloafer. idle, vicious, reprobate, depraved, wayvard, wronig--doer; sluggish, scaPegrace.
stupid, and incorrigible. Although termns like dunce and stupid suggest that

educators sometimes saw low achievemente as the result of lack of brains, far
more common was the belief that the child who did not do well in school.
was deficient in character. Underlyinig much of the rhetoric was a set of
religious anLd moral convictions that placed responsibility for behavior and
achievement in the sovereign individual.)
The primary goals of the common school of that period were tO train the
rising gener-ation in morality, citizenship, and the basic skills repr-esented
by the three Rs. CrGtsaders for the common school shared what later generations might see as a uLtopian hope: that a relatively brief exposure to the
same curricultum might mitigate the advantages enjoyed by the fortunate.
In 1830, the workingmen's commnittee of Philadelphia put the aspiration
this * 'ay: "Our main object is to secure the benefits of educatioon for those
who would otherwise be destitute, andE to place them mentally on a level
with the most favored in the world's gifts." The commnon school was to
make real "the glorious principle and vivify-ing declaration that 'all men are
born equal.- 29 More conservative advocates of public education mostlv
shared the underl;ing conviction of the wotkingmeni that a proper educa-
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tional systenm-one that mixed together all the children of all the people in
a free and public institutioin-couTcl providle equality of educational opportuniit that would lead in turn to fair competition in the quest for achievemrent in later life. If the younig were expose(i to this similar opportunity,
thcn it was primarily the fault of individuial pupils if thev did not succeed
academically. 2 '
Since the United States was primarily a rural nation in this period, the
major agency of public education was the one-room school in dispersed
agricultural communities. One should not romanticize the old-time rural
school. Childreni attended class only a frxw months a year; formnal schooling
was only a casual and occasio<nal part of their lives. Often the one room
school was a battleground of wills between teacher and students. The chili
who (Lid not lcarnl easilv what the teacher taught or who acted up in the
classroom might be whipped-in part because of the assumption that the
reluctanit learner lacked character. A boy or- girl who did not do well in
school, however. had many other ways of demonstrating competelnce and
achieving recognition. Ai-nd in the nionrgradecT, informal structure of the
rural school pupils could progress informally at their ownl pace, making
"failure" more obscure. 2 2
By contrast, failing and passing were definiing features of bureaucratized
urban education of the latter part of thie nincteenthl century. To a large
degree failure became an artifact of the rigidity of a system that sought to
process large batches of children in uniform ways. The age-graded school,
a standardized curriculum. and annual testing programs to determine promotioni to the next grade were all based on the notion that children could
and shouldl be taught the same subjects, in the same way and at the same
pace. The graded school separated clhildren into supposedly uniform groups
by age and proficiency. Gradation of classes became popular in large part
because it promised to emulate the efficiency that came from the division
of labor that was appearing in factories and( other modern forms of social
organization. Educators arraniged the curriculum into standardized parts
that corr-espondcd with the grades. year by year. At the end of the year
pulpils took a test to demonstrate that they were ready to move to the next
level; success mcanlt moving up the ladder, failure meant staying in place.
At thie top of thie nineteenlth century arch of urban schoolinig was the
nmeritocratic and graded higl^ school. Tests to enter the high school were
often very difficult and flunkinig rates high. Far fiom defining failures in
these examinations as a problem, many educator-s saw them instead as a
sign that academic standards wer-e being maintained.2 `
f-low did, educators of the latter half of the nineteenth century describe
those students wlho did not keep up with the factory-like pace of the elementary grades and the meritocratic competition of secondary schooling?
Zehm finds these epithets emer-ginig in this period: borni-late, sleepy-minded,
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WuManden ug. a)ze?zrvzv., stubbw i. itnmmature, s/ao', diul. The religious language of
conidemnnation used in the e-arly niineteen2th centunry was dim-tinishing, but
the nlotioni that academnic failure camie f'r-omi1 defects of character or dispositioin continrued. I' pupils did not learn), it was largely their own fault. From
her rich sample of accotunits of ninieteenith centiury classrooms BarbaraJeanl
FinlkelsteinE concluded that teachers believed that "the acquisition of knowledge repr-esented a tritumiph of thie will as well as the intcllect. Consistently.
, teachers treated academic failure. niot as evidence of their owvn inabilitties as insttructors, but as evidence of the students' personal and moral
recalcitrance. -2 Increasingly as the century progressed, educators camre to
associate the character defects of the pupils with the moral and social
inadeqLuacies of their fanmilies, especially in the case of imnmnigrants.
But somiie of the terms that edtucators usecd to describe poor performiiersima!ture, baorn-latte. vetrg7raw`n-also shlowed anl emiierging notion of the normal sntudenit thiat automaticallv miade the s/a07 studeLnt itnto a devianit category.

The normal student was the onie wvho proceeded at the regular pace
demiianded by the imperatives of a graded school-the batch processing of
pupils bv thie school bureaucracy. The stuident who was held back was

deviant. 'retarded.' a failure. Bv the turn of' the twen'tieth century. careful
studies of' "retardation" showed that a verv large minority of students-

perhaps one-third-wvere deniied promotion. The result was that the vast
Majority of pupils were lumEiped in the lower grades of the system. In

TeInnessee ini 190(i abotut I 50.000 entered the f'irst grade, 10.000 the eighth.
and only 575 graduated froimn high school. Nationwide the comparable
average figures for city schools wvere 1,000 in first gcrade, 263 in the eighth
grade. and 56 in the high schlooT senior class. In Memphis, Tennessee, 75
percent of Black students were held back," Though. this system miight have
appeared efficietnt to the urbatn reformers who created and supported it,
for vast numbers-especially immigrants. B1ack,, andT other groups-it was
geared

to prodEuce failure.

During the Progressive era of the early twentieth century. educators
began to question nlot the age-graded school btut the premise embedded in
it that in a democracv all sttucdenits shEouldCE have the samne education. n the

namike of efficiency- andi a niew conicept of eqLual opportunity, differentiation
became the watchw%ord of' the dav. Educators believed that their new -scCience," especially- the new technoilog-y of testing. providedl the key to assign-

inig students systemnatically to diffeerent classes anld cutr r icula. This took variotus
forms; tracki;ng pupils bi "ability' (educators kept the notioni that tihere
wvere "normnal

students but

added

sub-normal

and above-nlormal catego-

riesl; offering diffierenIt culrrictular- options like vocationial classes and gen-

der segregated coutrEses; and creating a hiost of new programs for specific
categor-ies of students-retarded,

disciplitne

physically handicapped.

cases, and groups like Blacks.

truants,

ancd hard

newiv arrived imm--iigrants,

and
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Mexican Americans.Y6 Even though some of these attempts to adapt schools
to a broader range of talents began as elite programs, like vocational education, most of them soon became educational channels for students who
were failing or who were thought to be at risk of failing.
The labels educators used during the period from 1900 to 1950 indicate
this shift in the way they conceptualized the "misfits' in the educational
systemr: pupils of low I. Q., low division pupils, ne'er-do-wells. sub-z group, limited,
slozv learner, laggards, overage, backward, occupational student, mental deviates,
backward, occupational student. mental deviates, and (bluntly) inferior.2 ' The

message of the labels was clear: There were students who simply did not
have smarts. and the pedagogical answer was to teach themn different things
in a different way in a different place. Older views about poor performers
persisted, however, even in an era when the language of science provided
a rationale for discriminating on supposedly objective grounds. The notion
that poor performers were morally weak died hard. Two experts on scientific approaches to teaching spelling lamented that bad spellers "do not
have a spelling conscience. They must come to feel that to miss a word is to
commit a real social offence." 2 5
Even before the development of group intelligence testing some educators and lay people were beginning to think that there were students who
were incapable of mastering the standard curriculuim. When these tests
were employed in massive nutmbers during the 1920s, they seemed to confirm the prejudice that there were not only incapable individuals but incapable groups (though even the most enthusiastic testers admitted that there
might be talented persons in even the most unpronmising ethnic or class
groupings). 2 9 The superintendent of schools in Newark. Newjersev, argued
in 1920 that the schools must adapt to provide "equal opportuniity" to
children who were genetically inferior:
All children are not born with the same endowments or possibilities;
they cannot be made equal in gifts or developmenit or efficienccy. The
ultimate barriers are set by a power inexorable. There are in the
schools tens of thousands of children over age physiologicallv, but
only five, six, or- seven years old mentally. The educational system
must therefore be adjusted to meet this condition, so that the democratic theoryv of "equal opportunity" for all may be filly exemplified as
well as preached. 3 ")
In practice, testing was used not so much to diagnose specific learning
problems and to devise appropriate learninig strategies (surely valuable uses
of the new technology of assessment) as to isolate the neer-do-wells from the
mainstream of the graded school for the normal students.
As a way of moving large numbers of "normal" students through a standardized curriculum in a fairly efficient manner, the age-graded school had
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been a stunning success. and few educators have wvanted then or since to
clhanige its basic structure. It worked better, however. during an era when
academic mnisfits could and did simply quiit school and go to work than
durinig the tweentieth century, wheni comptilsorv schooling andc child labor
laws compelled hundreds of thousands of students to continue in schools
that wvere mismatched to their class and ethnic cutlttures and oftenl scornful
about their abilities ancT aspirations. The administrative progressives used
curE-r-icullar differentiation to protect the pupils in the pedagogical
mnainstream-mostly Iniddle class-fromn being "retarded" by the nonimain-

streamners. In. the process. they marginalized and segregated the misfits.
sometimes in programs that wrere mere holding bins for 'laggards" until
thev could be eliminated from school.3 '
Foir mlostE of the twentieth century.. educators themselves took the initiative in devising solutions to the mismatch of stutient and school. But beginniing in the late 1950s. a new set of actors entered school politics and

sotught to redefine both the problem and the solutionis. Starting wNith Blacks
in the civil rights movement and spreadinig to other groups-Hispanics,
wvomnen, advocates for the handicapped. Native Americans, and othersoutsiders whio had been ignored or underserved demanded new influence
over education. Thiese groups rejected earlier diagnoses of the problem of
poor' performers, especially those that located the trouble in the defects of
individtuals (whether of character or chromiiosomies). Instead. they demanded
equality of access (as in integration)j; programs that would equalize resources
or even comiipenisate for past discriminathimn; a broadening of the currictu-

turn to honor the cultural diversity of the society; and various other ways of
attacking the obvious

and hidden injluries of race

geE:nder. class, and cul-

tural difference. The protesters wanted to adapt the school better to the
child and called for a halt in blaming the victim.3 2
Some of the new namEles reformers, gave to :children who were not per-

follrming well in school beganl to reflect new ways of seeing. Such terms as
these., emerging in the period from 1.950-1980, suggested that the blame

la

mnore w-ith the school than with the students: the rqejrted. educationally

handicaped. Jorgotte)n Children. edurationally deprived, culturailly different, and
pthuitsiv. Btut the older habits of thought remained em-bedded in labels like
these: sociall inn/iadjusted, terminal students, mnarginal Uhiniren, inmature learners,
edncrtaonaill d§fficit,. unwiling learne_s, and dfullards. Such language still located
th-e cause of the trouble largetv with the student. though protest groups

made editucators generally more euphemistic, as in names like bluebirds and
leus fioliunate.

When educators responded to the demanids of protest groups for greater
social justice in education. they sometimes based their actions on old diagnoses. Somne programs-like pulll-out remedial help unlder Tide I-appeared
to respond tco the need to adapt schools better to "different" children. but
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in practice they often continued to segregate and label children, as had
differentiation in the Progressive era. Muich of early compensatorv education was based on a concept of deprivation and cultural deficit rather than
honoring cultural difference and sharing power with dispossessed groups.3 4
The outsiders in protest movements were not satisfied with such warmedover solutions, and they raised fundamental questions not addressed by the
old diagnoses. Thev called on federal and state governments and local
districts to improve schooling for those who had been cheated in their
education. They questioned the use of intelligence tests and the practice of
tracking. They illuminated the bias and narrowness of the curriculum and
the variety of forms of institutionial racism and sexism. Thley asked why it
was that groups like Blacks and Mexican- Americans were so overrepresented in classes for the mentally retarded. They called for attention to
linguistic and cultur-al differences and promoted bilingual and multicultural education. In raising such issues they were rejectinig the labels that
had denigrated their children. Tlhey were creating an agenda of change
that went beyond efforts to intensify and make more efficient the traditional pattern of schooling and sought to fundamentally reexamine the
institutional structures that led to these biases, similar to the kind of reexamination we discuss below.
In each era, educators have used these labels in part to explain away
failure. There has always been a reason for failure that, for the most part,
has been root:ed in individual or cultural deficit. The institution of schooling has won out in each of these eras. Labels have created categories of
individual failure and have left school structures largely intact. These labels
create a powerful argument foi- what might happen to the standards movement: Which students will be labeled and how?
These labels also embody certain constructions of failure in different
periods, which both reflect: and influence the way educators have viewed
students and their relationship to schools over time. Whether it was individual inability, "slowness," lack of motivation, or any other kind of implicit
characterization in these labels, these judgemenits and their underkling
notions of success and failure indicated to educators and reformers certain
ways to explain why students were performing poorlyk The next section
investigates these explaniations mnore in depth.

ASSIGNING BlAME
Historically, students, families, inefficiency in schools, and cultural difference have been identified as the sources for failure. In different wavs, each
of these explanations points to the mismatch between certain groups of
students and their schools. Each defines failure as a problem of fit, and the
only reform period in which schools did change in response to students-
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the Progressive era-yielded less thanicdesirable results for students lwho dicd
poorly inE traditionial classroomii structures. We first look at ftior wsays editcators and ref.ormers have assigned blame for failure. We then propose a
different historical explaniation that locates this pr-oblemii in a mismatclh
between students and the structure of schlools and in schools resistance tO
adaptinig to thie changing needs of t'neir student populations. We also consider how th e cutr-rent standards movement might reinforce existing age
graded instittutionial structures.

Studs air w.-ho do pownti in sciono heivre characertde/e7:s or tire{ restonsilble
[tcc their own peojurmnance. Aks tile previous section demeXonstr-ated, locatinig responsibility in the individual-a respo
with
vse deep roots in
Amnerican wa's of thinikig-hias been the dominant wvay of framing
thle problem.' In the educational system of the nineteenth and earl.
twentieth centuries, this manifested itself' in a foctus first on1 character
deficiencies, which refoermner-s believed childlen. could overcome, alnd
later onl students' lowv IQs), which students, were tho:ught to have nio
control oxver. L-abels like nie'er-do-we'l. sleepy-m,nded, and limitie exemnplify this wav of thinking abotit students.
In the ninleteenth centuryv. when niotions of: 'intelligrence" and ctiltural differences were rtudimen tarv. educators tvpically explained poor
academic performnance in termns of f lawved? character: The studen:t was
a shirker or was def/n'av'ed. I ndlividuai-basedl solutions floivwing fromEl tsis
explanation ceniterecl onE the ability of teachers to exhort or coerce
the lazy or iEimmoral children to achieve at a higlher level.
In the twentieth century. when the "science" of education informed
professional decision makiing. educators leaned heavily onl psychological interpretations for school, failure. primarilv low LQ. and iniadequate motivation. This science of individuial differe-nces led to nlew
responses: tusing intelligence. tests to segregate pupils into different
tracks or clrricula presumiably, adapted to their talenEts; altering expectations for. performance and seeking to find different motivations an.
incentives for different kinds of pupils: antiE, whleni all else f-ailed.
eliminiiiating misfits frotm the mainstream hs assigning them to special
classes or' lettinIg Ethemil dr-op otit at the earliest opportui'ty.
The belief that thlC school svstem wv-as basicallyv soutndi anl( th.e individual vas cdeectihe in character, genes. or nmotivation has persisted.
Current proposals reqtuiring sttudtents to attenTd summ1111er school or
other renmedial programs as part of the eiilimination of' social pronmonion is consistent with framing the problemias ani individual stuident's
responsibility.
B.

Famiilies fromn

,shooa

ant? givethem

ertai cultrtaral hbtkgztuts prepare children Poorut for
lift/f wplport timr acfhievnement as. they pass through the
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elementary and secondary,grades. Some of the moral complaints against
children in the nineteenth century spilled over to their parents: Parents were intemperate, ignorant, undisciplined, and unfamiliar with
American values and customs. In the twentieth century, with the rise
of social science, finger pointing became less moralistic. But still families were the culprit in theories that stressed the culture of poverty or
the supposed cultural deficits in parents who produced seemingly
unteachable children. 3 Some of the labels used for students in these
periods have some implications for families as well; if a child was
wayward or was a laggard, why didn't the parents do anything to address
these problems?
If families were to blame for the academic inadequacies of their
children-and this was a popular theorv-it was not entirely clear how
schools could improve parents. One solution was to create in the
school a counterculture that would overcome the defective socialization children received at home. An extreme example of this way of
thinking can be found in the attempt of the Bureau of Indian Affairs
to place the younger generation in boarding schools far from their
communities. 37 A more common strategy was to "Americanize" the
children of immigrants in the hope that some of their acquired learning would rub off at home. The kindergarten, in particular, targeted
immigrant parents as much as five-year-olds. 3 8 Some city school systems sought to give adults special training, to work with settlement
houses, and to use community schools as centers of "Americanization." Litigation to force parents to obey compulsory school attendance laws concentrated on urban immigrants. 3 9
C. The strutcture of the school system is insufficiently di§ferentiated to fit the
range of intellectual abilities and different destinies in life of its heterogeneous
student body. In the Progressive era, many reformers argued that high
rates of failure stemmed from the rigidity of the standardized curriculum and rigidity of age grading and promotion in schools. They did
not frontally attack the graded school per se, for it had served their
purposes well for the majority of students. Rather, they argued that a
single, lockstep course of studies produced failures because not all
students were capable of studying the same subjects at the same rate
of progress. 4t ' Schools would have to adjust to accommodate the lowdivision putpils, sub-z group, and occupational students.
This interpretation of failure obviously was closely related to the
first-the explanation of failure in terms of individual deficits. It
focused, however, on institutional changes that would leave intact the
basic system of age-graded schools while finding places where the
"laggards" could proceed at a slower pace and often in a different
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direction from the 'normal' students. The remedy, then, was a differentiation of curriculuim. grouping, and methods of teaching. This
search for organizational causes and solutions led to ability grouping
in elementary schools and to specialized curricular tracks in high
schools, coupled wkith an apparatus of testing and counseling. Only
rarely did such administrative changes reveal an understanding of
cultural differences or conflicts of value between different segments
of societv. Rather. as one phase of a top-down drive to make schools
"socially efficient.' it was a fundamentallv conservative movement
that took as a starting point the assumption that educational planners
shoulid findt a place for the miisfits and prepare therm for their likely
tsubordinate) roles in later life.41 It reified categories like "slow learner;
or "hand-minded' or 'ne'er-do-well" and attempted to find appropriate institutional niches for them. This differentiation often entailed
watering down the standard curriculum for the "laggards" or assigning them to an inf'erior and segregated position within the svstem.

-.

D. Chldrent often fail academically because the cutiture of the school is so
different from the cultural backgrouinds of the commrunities theT serve. This
interpretation places the responsibilitv for school failure not on culturallv different famnilies and individuals but rather on the schools
themselves. arguing that it is the schools, not the clients. that should
adapt to social diversitv and the ftorgotten children, culturallI different,
and pushouts. Early advocates of this perspective, like Leonard Covello,
Principal of New York City's Benjamin Franklin High School, argued
that schools should be community-based and responsive to the different ethnic and class backgrounds of the students and famnilies. Covello
attacked the cultural bias in I.Q. tests, for example, objected to the
assumption that Italian-American vouth in East Harlem chiefly neededt
vocational education, and claimed that the curriculum should reflect
the linguistic and cultural traditions represented in the coMmunity;. 4 3
Cox-ello's community-centered school is one example of an attempt to
r-emedv the mismatch between school structures and students.
The social movements of the 1960s and 1970s heightened awareness of the multicultural character of American societv and the cuTturatlv monochromatic environment of most schools. In this view, the
standardized age-graded school was insensitive to low-income ethnic
and racial minorities and largely unconsciouslv embodied the dominant ethos of middle-class. White. Anglo-Saxon values, attitudes, and
behavior. Intent on imposing (through teachers, curriculum, and dailv
routines) mainstream culture on the children. such schools displaved
little respect for differences in language, beliefs. and customs. 44 In
this view, teachers were often unconscious of the ways in which thev
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served as agents of a rigicl cultural system geared to standardizing
their pupils. Constantly correcting nonmainstream children's speeclh,
as if to say that there was only one acceptable wav to speak in any
situation, is one example of this rigidity. The teachers unwittingly
became active agents in creating student failure. As a result classrooms became cultural battlegrounds in which teachers communicated lower expectations, failed to connect with their culturally different
students, and thus contributed to low academic performance and
high dropout rates. The analysis of cultural bias and rigidity led to
solutions that focused largely on making the curriculum more multicultural, increasing the cultural sensitivity and knowledge of teachers,
and building school programs around values that reflected those of
surrounding ethnic commluniities. 4 5
Each of these different diagnoses of poor school performance led
to different conclusionis. Blaming the individcual student or the family
provided an alibi, not. a solution. Blaming the rigidity of traditional
education for its lack of proper niches for the "ne'er-do-wel]" exposed
institutional faults, but it led to policies that all too often sequestered
the misfits in an inferior and segregated corner of the system. Spotlighting the gaps between the culture of the school and the cultural
backgrounds of studlents provided a useful corrective to the earlier
ethnocentric explanatioiis that blamed the students and parents, but
the cultural conflict explanationi typically did not question the basic
structure and processes of sclhooling. Focusinig on the cultuiral biases
of teachers ran the danger of personalizinig the answer: W8hat was
needed was more sensitive instructors (but where were they to comle
from and what were they to do once in the classroom?). Enriching the
curriculumll by adding Black history or bilingual strategies of instruction was surely an improvement. but such attempts to make schools
multicultural typically were just that: additions to a familiar age-graded
pattern of instructionl, not recasting the character of the institution.
The standards moveimient departs from these previous explanations in
the wav it frames students and performance. but not in the solutions it
offers students who do not fit its structures. Note that almost all of these
previous problem definitions and the solutions they generated left the core
structure aiid assumptions of the institution-inl partictiilar thc age-graded
school as tde chief building block-basically untouched. Although the administrative progressives did recogrnize the regimentation inherent in traditional graded instiructioni, they solved the problem of the misfits not by
questioning the assumptions underlying the age-graded school but bv making new niches for the unsuccessful. The standards movement, though,
questions the assumptions if not the structure of schooling, arguing that all
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studetnts can be held and shouTld be held to high levels of' performance.
The contrast is strikitng between cturrent reforms, in which all students
would ideally get the samne curriculitum (thotugh this is not always the case),
and the nineteenth century. when individual stucdents were judged on their
character or intdividual ability, or the Progressive era, when reformers were
proud of finiding a different niche or a track for even; student. The problem is now that the structure of schools still does not allow for the variety
of students andz the variety of areas in whichl they might excel, As a result,
students who do not excel in the age-graded. narrowly academic world may
once againi be subject to the same kinds of labeling and failure that their
precdecessors vere.
The ped agogical assunmptions and practices embedded in the urban agegraded school-the scheduting of titne, the segmentation of mbe currictulurm, grouping according to notions of'"abilitv, annual promotions, elaborate
btureaucr-atic structures of'control. and views of learning, teaching, and knowledge-remained largely unlquestioned throughotut the century. There were
conseqUently not manv options for soltutions outside this structuEre. WNe see
a continuation of this today with standards-based reforms focused on requiring low-performing sttudents to do more during the school year and dcuring
the sumimer or repeat a year of' school rather than quiestioning whv these
students are failing and what structu-res in their schooling lead to failure.
The standards movement, admiiirable in its goal of raising the bar for the
entire educational system. mulst ask howv it can ensure that this mismatch
doe5s nlot continlule to let success elude large groups of studients, many of
w-hom live in impoverished urban andi rur-al districts. The focus must be on
what happens to the students who do not fit the mainstream, academic
mold and howi school structures can change to meet their needs.
WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?r
Thus far we have argueed that American public schools have always inclulded
large numbers of childreni who do not meet schools' expectations for success.
There never was a goideni age when educators helcd the key to success for all
pupils, andi there will. we imagine. always be children who will not fit the
educational structures of their day. As labels and diagnoses shifted over
time anid as the social constructions of success and failure changed, people
fixedi on partial solutions or -were more concerned with excuises than wvith
rethinking schooling for such students in a comprehensive way. TlTev focused
mnore on the student. side of the school-student mismatch than on refashioning the school to fit the children. One reason is that for a majority of
students-the middle-class mnainstream-th-e stancdard form of schooling
wvorked reasonably wvell, andI the political powser lay with them rather than
with thie outlsidler'S.
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Recent reforms around raising standards have maintained the structures
that are working for the middle-class mainstream students and are still for
the most part focused on the student side of the equation. These reforms
include many high-stakes consequences for individual performance, most
notably placing students in tracks, withholding promotion, or preventing
graduation for failing grades. 4 6 California, Delaware, South Carolina, and
Wisconsin have had current plans to end social promotion, but there are
only thirteen states that require and fund programs to help low-achieving
students meet state standards. 4'7 There is little evidence to support this
strategy of eliminating social promotion. Studies have shown that children
who are held back tend to drop out more often than those who are not
held back and that students learn more if promoted than if retained.4 8
Reformers and policy makers are pushing childr-en further out of the mainstream by holding them back.
Policy makers' focus on promotion and retention in the standards movement is to some extent misguided. There is less thought given to who is
failing, why they are failing, and what schools can do about this failure than
there is to political strategy and accountability for accountability's sake.
The students who are suffering are the same students who have felt the
brunt of the school-student mismatch in the past: poor and minority children. It is not the W87hite, middle-class students who are suffering from
high-stakes strategies. Michelle Fine once wondered, though, what would
happen if failure were the rule in schools that serve Whlite, middle-class
boys and girls: "How would federal and state governments respond if 50
percent of Whlite, middle-class students dropped out of high school? WouLld
they increase promotional standards, tougheen testing and standardization,
cut access to school lunches, reduce student options in coursework, and
make it harder to graduate? Or would they reassess the policies, structures,
and practices of educators?",49
We think it is important to ask what the legacy of this history of failure
and of' mismatches is: What will happen to the students who experience a
mismatch in the standards movement and what will ultimately happen to
the movement itself? What does it mean to say that all children can learn
and at the same time create severe penalties for failure through high-stakes
accountability? AWe don't see failure going away any time soon. We imagine
that there will be new kinds of labels for the studenits who fail to meet high
expectations in the standards movement. Maybe they will be similar to the
individual deficit explanations of the nineteenth century or maybe we will
revert to the cultural deficit arguments of the nmid-twentieth centurv if
ethnic or- racial groups fail in large numbers. And what if we find that not
all children can reach the same high standard? Will that mean the end of
the movement or will it mean that students are punished even more for not
performing?
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The history of' the education of students in this mismatch underscores
three poinlts relevant, to tthe stanidards movement. One is that most efforts
hlave conicenitratedi on fitting the plupil to the school or on suppling alibis
f'or the mismnatch rather that) looking to instituitional factors to explain
failure. The seconEd is that broader social inequalities must be addressed in

conjunction with. failure and discrepancies in schools to give stutdents their
best shiot at stuccess. The third is that reforms have mostly been piecemeal

andc disconnected rather than comiprehenisive anid coordinated. Standardsbased reform has been assemilbled into a coherent design, but. without
alignmllent with other kiands of clhange that childreni need for sulccess. In
addition. proposals for reform have spilled forth from all sides of the
political andi pedagogical spectrum.
If ottr analysis is convincing, three policy implicationis mlight follow thlat
would help the standiards movetnent learni forom the historv of mismatches.
O)ne is that hiard as it may be to chanige thte school to match the sttudent., it
is a m?ore promlisilng strategy than tryving to fit the student to the school. A
second wotildcE be to acknowledge andi address social inequality bv temper-

inlg snome of the high-stakes features of the reforms and to link up with
other social reform movetients, particularlv in ininer city neighborhoods.
Poor-er neighborhoods by definition havc fewer resources than their wealthier subur-ban coutnterparts and in many cases have a hard'cer timne mecting

standardcs because of this. The last implication is to undertake comprehenlsive clhaniges th-at take nto features of current schools for granited. Htumants
have created the structure of schiools and litimanis can chalige themlll. houwever mtuch the statuis quo seems to be etched in stone.

FEFTING THE SCHOOL AND THEE SCHOOL SYSTEM TO T:HE STUDENT
Consider features of urban. education that have typically been taken for
granted butt which in the present time mar he dysftunctional. One of' these
is the age-gradedi school itself, preserved amid almost all reformii movements (tmte. thnere is-as a brief attempt to create "ungraded" classrooms in
the 1960(s, but this was largely unsuccessful), '` Fromn the age-graded school
flowsedt manv instituttional arrangements: a self-contained classroom with
one teacher and a group of studenits of comparable age and, supposedly, of
academic attainmentt: the isolation of teachers fromn one another in their
wvorkplaces; a sequiential crtrricrtlum, ofteni cut up in distinct segments; an
expanidable structure in whicIh classrooms could be added to one another
in an "'eggcrate" building that could reach a size so large that staff and
stuidenits often kinew only a fraction of the school "colmnmunity ; the notion
that there was a normal progression from grade to grade. sometirmes enforcecd
bv competenlcx testina for promotiori.
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Although such an organization for teaching was probably an improvement over the chaotic nonsystem it replaced, it is apparent that if one were
to start anew in designing a school, some of these features would hardly
recommend themselves, at least for nonmainstream children. For example,
the 1988 Carnegie report An Imperiled Generation recommended that urban
schools should be nongraded for children who now attend kindergarten
through fourth grade and that a "transition school" of flexible years and
schedule replace the current high school. In addition, Kentuckv's reforms
under the Kentucky Education Reform Act (KERA) use primary units (K-3)
instead of grades. We have already suggested that the notion of "normal"
progress from grade to grad}e was an invention that produced failutre for
some students as a necessary consequence of its own rigidity. Learning
should be a series of personal benchmarks toward a larger set of goals, not
a public display of passing and failing. If schools are reallv to be communities-an idea brilliantly described byJohn Dewey in School and Society-it
is clear that they should be much smaller than most urban schools and
offer much more opportunity for collaboration among teachers and continuitv of instruction for teachers and the taught.5 Specialization of high
schools by curricular tracks puts the burden of integration of knowledge on
students and clivides curricula-and hence students-into hierarchies.
Like the age-graded school, bureaucratic governance of urban schools is
an abiding legacy of the past. In its origins it represented a dream that
experts could designi and control a "one best system," free from input from
local lay people. This separation of the planning of instruction from its
execution-administration from teaching-led to the paperwork empires
and fragmented centralization characteristic of many urban systems today
in which accotinting often takes the place of adaptive planning." 2 Again,
few educators today would willingly recreate a system of control that produced such red tape and distractions from the real work of teaching (though
vested interests protect the bureaucracy). Instead, those who would adapt
schools to the urban communities they serve commonly argue for much
greater school site control and input from parents. As school leaders like
Leonard Covello have shown, really adapting the school to the cultural
backgrounds and values of the communities they serve requires a high
degree of self-determination and flexibility at the local level.h3 To put such
"wisdom of practice" into effect demands freedom from the legacv of centralized control.
EXAMINING BROAD SOCIAL INEQUALtITIES
As the National Research Council's report on high-stakes testing suggests,
the use of these tests has the potential to reinforce social, racial, and ethnic
inequalities. By forcing large numbers of urban youth to attend summer
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school or to repeat a year, ancd by placing these youth at risk of dropping
out, high-stakes strategies in thie standards moven-ment are dcling a disservice
to many students. These reforms are anchored in narrow conceptions of
how to understand success and fahilre. Studenits might fltorish in one
arena and not, in another. For example, students who do not do well in
academic settings might be great athletes or conscientious comnmunity mtemibers or outstanding artists. The standards m}ovemilelit does not have the
capacityl to capture all of these different waxss of succeeditig and, as a result,
might conittibuite to the social inequalities alreadv found in i;nner-city
communities.

Promotion and retentioni are not the responsibilitvy of individuLal students alone. There are whole systeins involved in the fate of any one
student, and the poorer urbani students are the ones suffering at the hands
of high-stakes measures. AUthough all children can certainly learn, they
have a harder time doing so in schools that are failing down ancd that have
teacher-s teaching outside their specialty or in commiiunities where there are
empty, lots andc high crime rates. Failure is Just as mulch a result of these
conditions as it is of individual factors.
Some possibilities for addressing broader social inequalities in addition
to educational inequ-ialities include schools and comm:unity development
groups working together to address neighborhood conditions olr engaging
in reformiis like Beacon schools that bring schools and community organizations together in a shared governance structuire to operate comAmunitv

ceniters after school anci on weekends. focusing on comprehensive and
healthy youth development as well as cornnunity-building worko4 Schools
could also iengag students thetmselves in the work of, their community. as
Leonard Covello did, to get themn to recognize and address ineq<ualities in
their own communities.

UNDERTA-KNGt

COMPREHENSIRT CHlANGE

A.s suggested by the other two policy implications, change that is done in
isolation-focused on the confines of the school campus or only on the
changes that might occutr withini individtual students-will fail for its shortsightedne.ss. AWhole schools, whole systerns. whole neighborhioods nust chanige
to reap the benefits of educational reform. The characteristics of a reformnulated. standards-based eduication we have been describing exist in scattered places where adminiistrators, teachers, and parents work together to
support all children. Such efforts alter wvhat happens routinely in schools
and demonstrate a willinEgness to question w-hat is now taken for granted.
But: such successfulE programiis typically lie at the periphery; the core utrban
school sVstemis remaini largely untouchlet bv these efforts. The challenge is
to deveelop a comprehensive vision of what effective schools couli be and
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do and to win the political support that might transform them, over time,
into reality.5 5
The standards movement does not have to be part of the legacy of this
history of failure and mismatches. A reform like Covello's communitycentered school suggests alternative ways to frame student success and
failure and rethink how schools can fit, the educational needs of students.
Reflecting on his work in a public school for boys in East Harlem, Covello
wrote,
To me, failure at any age . .. is something the seriousness of which
cannot be exaggerated. Forcing a boy who is an academic failure, or
even a behavior problem, out of school solves nothing at all. In fact,
it does irreparable harm to the student and merely shifts the responsibility from the school to a society which is ill-equipped to handle the
problem. The solution must be found within the school itself and the
stigma of failure must be placed in a boy as seldom as possible. 5 6
He respected and attended to the cultural background of his students while
maintaining high expectations for their academic achievement. He also
went to great lengths to involve the communitv in the life of the school and
involve the school in the life of the community by addressing housing
concerns in the community, encouraging his students to work with community groups, creating a community center next to the school, and establishing an Old Friendship Club for boys who had already dropped out of
school. Through these efforts, Covello demonstrated that it is possible to
create a school structure that supports success rather than failure and
brings together academic standards and nonmainstream students. With
attention to the policy implications discussed above and with its worthy
goals of getting all students to learn at high levels, we believe the standards
movement might be able to achieve some of this success.
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